
Micro gravity rolling of dice
Background:
People like to play games. People like to watch games. 
People like to talk about games. Games make people 
happy. During the past couple decades digital games 
have come a long way. But as we have found out 
during the past few years, digital games do not have 
the same excitement and sense of comradery building 
as sitting around a table throwing dice, cards and 
other game tokens. Even Las Vegas and casinos, with 
their reliance on digital slot machines, have not 
removed the machines’ large handles. They still have 
lots of tables where people are throwing dice and 
playing cards. Las Vegas and all the casinos don’t pull 
in billions of dollars every month because people like 
to spin dials and push buttons.  People like to gamble 
and play board games because they like the 
interaction with people, the challenge of the game, 
playing against the odds and they like the feel of 
holding and manipulating dice and cards.  They have a 
sense of control and a connection to the physical feel 
of the game through the mechanical manipulation of 
the randomizing cards and dice.



NASA is concerned about the mental and emotional welfare of 
astronauts during long missions. It has helped astronauts in the 
past keep a healthy outlook by allowing free time, exercise time, 
movies and time to surf the web, as well as time for virtual family 
visits. During upcoming longer missions NASA wants to be able to 
provide more opportunities to stimulate a healthy space 
environment. And with that in mind, we are looking at the 
opportunities games provide. But not just digital games. We want 
the astronauts to bond as a community to work and play 
together. This should stimulate all aspects of a mission in a healthy 
manner.

Some people would argue that gambling and games of chance 
could be done more easily with iPads and Tablets-- and that is true. 
It would be entirely possible for astronauts to push an icon on their 
Tablets or iPads and have a ‘randomized’ number pop up on their 
screen.  It would be entirely possible for astronauts to spin a dial 
and get some kind of randomized number from the friction of the 
spin. However, it would be much less healthy since it could be 
played alone.  It would not build a comradery or competition 
between crew mates. There is something mentally important 
about holding the dice, blowing on them, rattling them in your 
hand, talking to them, throwing the dice, and watching them roll to 
a stop. Science has shown that there are endorphins that are 
produced by the body during team and competitive play that helps 
form connections between players and competitors.  This will be 
important as people venture millions of miles from Earth in small 
cramped space craft without solid connections to family and 
friends back home.   Game night on the space craft could be an 
important distraction from the monotony of a many month-long 
voyage.

Mental Health



Problem:
As people spend longer lengths of time on the ISS in micro gravity and we 
prepare for traveling further from Earth as we go to the moon and to 
Mars, NASA is seeing the need for providing mental stimulation for people 
who are enclosed in a small space for long periods of time.  Some people 
may have experienced this to a lesser extent during COVID.  Although 
astronauts are exercising on a daily basis and this is good for both mind 
and body, there are many other activities that can be vital to good mental 
health.  Part of what makes throwing dice “fun” is gathering up a group of 
dice, rolling them in your hand, yelling at them, and then “throwing” or 
rolling them onto a table, a dice tray or tower. We want astronauts to 
have a similar experience. The problem is the micro gravity on our space 
craft.  Throwing the dice today would meant the dice  would bounce off 
the walls or fly to the other side of the Station and get lost in air ducting, 
bags, behind computers, inside space suits, …  To be able to really throw 
dice, we will need a way for them to be stopped and captured so that 
people can read the dice once they have been stopped.  The randomness 
of the dice has to be preserved!!!



Objective:
Develop a method of rolling dice (one or multiple dice) in microgravity that would consistently give 
randomized numbers and allows as much personal contact with the dice as possible that could be used 
for a variety of board and games of chance.
Requirements:
• Must be able to handle at least 6 dice at a time  
• Must be able to handle all types of dice—d4’s, d6’s, d8’s, d10’s, d12’s, and d20’s
• Must not leave a residue (chemical, electrical, magnetic, …) on the dice that would affect their 

motion later
• Easy to use
Things to consider:
• You are not necessarily designing new dice.  There are already easily accessible dice that will work 

in micro-gravity given the right stopping mechanism.
• Mechanically, dice bump into each other and effect each others bounce and roll, its not just a 

computer algorithm that generates a number that appears random to the human eye and 
sensibility. It is this bumping, nudging and rolling against each other and surface they contact that 
give true randomization.

• Is it possible to throw the dice like on a craps table  in micro-gravity without them bouncing all over 
the room and getting lost?

• Maybe design a container/tower/tray into which you “throw/roll” your “normal” dice which 
captures their roll and then releases the dice to be thrown again. Can your dice be easily stored and 
accessed during a game? 

• Could the dice be ‘thrown’ or rattle into a shape that holds or captures them in place to be read 
after their jumble? 

• Centrifugal force in some kind of spinner?
• Some kind of membrane that pulls the dice to one side, stopping them and allowing them to be 

read
• Shake dice in a bottle or cup with one or more sides of the bottle being slightly

• Magnetic 
• Velcro
• Sticky with adhesive
• A combination of these
• Something else– you may be more creative than me.



Testing 
• Testing your dice ‘device’ will be difficult 

since you will be in a constant gravity 
well of Earth. Having access to the zero-g 
plane would be wonderful but probably 
cost prohibitive for most people ($8,000 
per person).  Even if you float your 
prototype in a jar in the pool, the dice 
will still sit on the bottom of the jar.  
Even the Partial Gravity Simulator  (aka. 
POGO) would not be of much help.  This 
is not an easy problem and will require 
some good studying of micro gravity and 
thinking time. 

• Testing to prove that it is truly 
randomized will be time consuming.

• Keep track of 500 throws and show 
statistics of numbers shown

• Could your dice ‘device’ have an 
application beyond dice?
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